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Evah Pirazzi Gold
Cello Strings

A refined and powerful string

MODEL MEDIUM

kp / lbs

Cello A  steel/chrome steel
335120

18,2 / 40.1

Cello D  steel/chrome steel
335220 

13,8 / 30.4

Cello G  rope core/tungsten       
335320 

13,9 / 30.6

Cello C  rope core/tungsten       
335420 

13,6 / 29.9

Cello set                             
335020 

59,5 / 131.0

Vibrating string length: 69,0 cm / 27.17 inch
Tuning: 440 Hz  

Strings are now available in medium gauge, with more 
options planned for the future.

CELLO EVAH PIRAZZI GOLD STRING TENSION



Strings Handmade in Germany

Four characters in perfect harmony: 

Evah Pirazzi Gold Cello Strings
Clear, full, with character: are the words used to best 
describe the elegant sound of the new Evah Pirazzi 
Gold Cello Strings. These new steel strings provide a 
variety of overtones with great projection – without 
any metallic sharpness. Our new Evah Pirazzi Gold Cello 
Strings are extremely responsive and react quickly over 
the entire dynamic range; even with very gentle bow 
pressure. Also with their reduced playing-in time the 
instrument achieves its full sound spectrum in no time.

Each Evah Pirazzi Gold Cello string has its own individual 
character and at the same time their interplay generates
a wonderfully harmonious set. Beginning with a smooth 
and rich spectrum of sound colors, the A-string has a 
warm and silvery sound, that will easily satisfy the 
expectations of soloists. Charm, brilliance, and lightness 
are the sound characteristics of the D-string. The seam-
less transition to the G-string adds a further nuance 
that can be heard: The sound becomes very grand and 
develops an impressive radiance – even straight after 
stringing. Vibrant and resonant the C-string was designed 
to provide the player with a focused direct sound that 
will inspire and at the same time bring this set to its 
powerful completion.

In summary, the new Evah Pirazzi Gold Cello Strings 
off er versatile ways of expression thanks to the 
following features:

• playing-in time is reduced to a minimum
• clear, full and focused sound with character 
• no metallic sharpness
• excellent responsiveness, from pp to ff
• extremely durable

The A- and D-strings have a high-tensile steel core 

and are wound with a precision chrome steel fl at wire, 
while the G- and C-strings have a specially designed 
steel rope core with a top-quality tungsten winding. 
This combination is rich in overtones and gives the set 
a powerful, distinctively focused sound especially on 
the G- and C-strings.

Frans Helmerson

»The new Evah Pirazzi Gold set brings out the best 
in my instrument – focus, warmth and a wonderfully 

rich palette of colours over the whole register and 
supported by a clear response!«


